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1. Introduction 
Let F be a field of characteristic not two. In two earlier papers [22,23] we 
investigated the connection between the structure of the quadratic Galois group 
G,(2) = Gal(F(2)lF) of the quadratic closure (=maximal 2-extension) F(2) of F 
and that of the Witt ring W(F) of isometry classes of aelisotropic quadratic forms 
over F. The purpose of this paper is to examine the structure of the pythagorenn 
Galois group GF(pyj = Gal(F(py)/F), where F(py) denotes the Pythagorean 
closure of F (=the smallest algebraic extension of F such that every sum of squares 
is a square [12, p. 2351) especially with regard to its effect on and relation to the 
structure of the torsion subgroup w,(F) of W(F). 
In Section 2, we show that if F,, F2 are formally real fields both satisfying the 
condition 
(St): Every binary torsion form represents an element which is a sum of squares 
(see ]81, 11 v Property @)I) 
then GF,(py)~G~*(py) implies that W,(F,k Wt(F2). In addition, it is shown that if 
F is any formally real field with 1 < 1 w,(F) / < 00, then therL exists a formally real 
fiJd K with Gf(py)zGK(py), but W,(F) z U’,(K). The question of the extent to 
which W,(F) determines GF(py) is also considered and some partial results are ob- 
tained (e.g& Theorem 2.10, Corollary 3.2). 
In Section 3, the special cases when GF(py) is free (as a >ro 2-group) or abelian 
are treated. For example, we show that if the ts-invariant (see [4]) of F is a! most 
2, then GF(py) is free. This is used to extend a result of :M. Griffin [9, Proposition 
221 to formally real algebraic number fields. In contrast with the situation for non 
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formally real fields (23, Theorem 3.11, it is shown that there are fields F with 
GI. (py) free having arbitrarily big (finite) u-invariants. 
Section 4 deals with the question of when a quadratic Galols group, Gk(2), arises 
as the p.ythagorean Galois group, GF(py), of some formally real field F, and vice- 
versa. It turns out that ‘nmst’ quadratic Galois groups occur as Pythagorean Galois 
groups. This is used to show that every torsion free abelian pro 2-group is 
isomorphic to GF(py), for some formally real field F. On the other hand, there are 
n-any Pythagorean Galois groups which are not isomorphic to Gk(2) for any field 
k (Theorem 4.3). 
In the final section we record some observations about the action of the 
topological group GE-(py) on the topological space of orderings on F(py). 
We now record some of the known facts about the groap GF(py). Since F(py) C, 
F(2), G,-(pv) is a homomorphic image of &(2). Moreover, as noted by E. Becker _ 
[2Y Chapter II, $31, F(py) = F(2)“, where U is the closed subgroup of GF(2) 
generated by the subset of involutions, whence Gb-(py)= GF(2)/U. If F is not 
formally real, then F&y) = F(2) and G,-(py) = G,(2). From a well-known theorem 
of Diller and Dress it follows that G,(py) has no (nontrivial) elements of finite 
order (compare [2, Theorem 7, p. 81 I). If F# F(py), then Griffin [9] has shown that 
the additive group of 2-adic integers is a homomc;rphic image of GF(py). 
In what follows all fields will have characteristic not 2 and for any field F, &, &” 
and T(F) will denote the muhiplicative groups of vtonzero elements, squares, and 
sums of squares, respectively. The group T(F) (usual notation: C F’) consists of 
all elements which are totally positive with respect to all orderings on F (‘totally 
positive’ elements). We write 4 = (a,, a?, . . . , o,,) to mean that 4 is a quadratic form 
with orthogoiral basis ei , . . . , en such that q(e,) = ai E l? The value set of q is L+(q) = 
{a&)q(x)=a). 
Multiplication (tensor product) of quadratic forms will be indicated by juxta- 
position and ((a,, a?, . . . , a,>> will denote the n-fold Pfister form n:_, (1, a,). The set 
of even dimensional forms in U’(F) is an ideal, denoted I(F); its nth power is written 
I”(F) and is additively generated by the set of n-fold Pfister forms. The torsion 
subgroup of W(F) is denoted W,(F) and, in order to avoid possible confusion, we 
write 1”(F), for the torsion subgroup of I”(F). 
By two well-known theorems of Pfister [ 14, Satze 13, 221, the signed determinant, 
d(q) = (- I)n(*’ ‘) ‘ala7 m.0 a,, 
inducrs an isomorphism I(F),/Z’(F), ---) T(F)/!? Since the Pythagorean closure is 
the compositum of all the finite 2-extensions of F which can be realized through a 
tower of totally positive quadratic extensions, L = K(v’w) with WE T(K) 112, p. 2351, 
it follows from Galcis cohomology that H’(G,lpy))~ T(F)/p’, where for any pro 
L-group G, N’(G) = N’(G, H/212). 
f F is a formally real field we will identify the orderings on F w th signatures 
0 : F---p ( + 1) (thus a is positive if a(a) = i ; cf. [lo]). The set of orderings on F will 
be denoted by & and will be endowed with the Harrison topology, whose subbasis 
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consists of sets of the form &(a) = { 0 E XF ) a(a) = 1). The space XF is compact, 
Hausdorff, totally disconnected [lo]. For any quadratic form q=(al,a2, . . ..a.,) 
and any ordering (T we set 
O(q)= i tJ(ai)EZ. 
I= I 
Any unexplained notations and/or terminology concerning quadratic forms can 
be found in [12]* while any concerning profinite groups can be found in [ 18) or (201. 
Finally, I would like to thank Bill Waterhouse for a very helpful conver;;ation COP;- 
cerning this paper. 
2. GF(py) and IV&FL General results 
In this section we investigate the relationship between the structure of the 
Pythagorean Galois group, GF(py)= Gal(F(py)/F), and the structures of the 
torsion subgroup of the Witt ring and the subring of the Witt ring generated by 
tatally positive quadratic forms. We will need the following analogue of Hilbert’s 
Theorem 90: 
Lemma 2.1. Let L/F be a Gaiois extension with group G. If L is Pythagorean, ihen 
H’(G, i2) = 1. 
Proof. Since H’(G, ,!?) = li$, H’(G/U, (L?)“), where U runs through the normal 
subgroups of finite index in G, it suffices to show that H*(G, (i’)“) = I where 
G = G/U is finite. Let K = L’. We assert that if fi, . . . ,fj. are distinct elements of 
G and if al, .,.. ,a,&, then there exists c in K such that C:,, aifi(C2)#O- If not, 
choose s smallest such that there exist al, . . . , a, in K and distinct fi, . . . , fs in G with 
C:_, aiJ(c2) = 0, for all c in K. If fi(c2) =f2(c2) for 2’1 c in K then, because fi #f2, 
we must have char F#2 and fi (c) = -f2(c) for some c in K. But then, applying fr 
and f2 to I+ c yields a contradiction. Hence fi(d2) #f&d’) for some d in K. Then, 
for all c in K, Cl’_, a,.l;((cdJ2) = 0, whence 
Since a2 -az(f~(d’)/fi(d”))#O, this last equation h..is length less than s, proving 
the assertion. 
Now suppose CC G-+(i2)U is a I-cocycle. Then there exists c in K such that 
b= c a(f)f(c2)#0. 
.fc c: 
Hence cx(f) = h/f(b), for all f E c;. It remains to show b E (L’)? For all f E c, f(c’) 
and a(f) lie in L’, so because L is Pythagorean, b E L’. Since b also lies in is: = L’, 
this completes the proof. 
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Corollav 2.2. Let G = G&y) and L = F(py). The natural map H’(G)-#(G, i) 
is injective. 
Proof. The exact sequence 1-+ { + 1) --&-+L2 -4 gives rise to an exact sequence 
H’(G, ~‘)-+H2(G)-+H”(G, i) and by Lemma 2.1, H*(G, Z?) is trivial. 
Remark 2.3. Since H2(GF(py), F(py)) ;s naturally isomorphic to Br(F(py)/F), it 
fol!ows that H2(GF(py)) can be regarded as a subgroup of Br(F(py)/F)*. However, 
unlike the situation for GF(2) and F(2), it can happen that (the image of) 
H’(G,-(py)) is not equal to Br(F(pg)/F)2. For example, from Theorem 3.1 (1) (next 
section) and [9, Corollary 191, it follows that if F= R&)((y)), then H2(GF(py))= 1. 
However, the quaternion algebra 
gives a nontrivial element in Br(F(py)/F),. 
For a field F, let T= T(F) be t rre subgroup of p consisting of all nonzero sums 
of squares (=totall:. ycsitive elements) and let lVG( T) and W( 7j (denote the respec- 
tive subrings of th e Nitt-Grot hendieck ring and the Witt ring, generated by classes 
of spaces (I,, . . . , I,,> with f, in T. 
Remark 2.4. If F is formally real, then the natural map E’G( T) -+ W( T j is an 
isomorphism. 
Theorem 2.5 (cf. [19, $11, [23, $21). Let F,, F2 be fieltls and let c = T(FJ, i= 1,2. 
If Gb,(py) g G,:(py), then WC (T,) s I, S(T,). /f in addition, F, and F2 have the 
same /eve/ (stufe) - in yurricrrlar, if bcjth are forma//y real - then W( T,) s W( Tz). 
proof. In [ 191. Scharlau defined the Witt ring of a profinite group G to be 
r+*(G) =..“[H’(G)]M where K is the ideal generated by all elements of the form 
u + A - (cm t d) with u, !I, c, d in H’(G), ab = cd in H’(G), and aU b =cUd in H’(G). 
Since S&arlau’s P is a functor, to prove the first statement it is enough to show 
that CV(C., (py))~ I*%( T(F)), for any field F. Setting G = G[$py), we have an 
i~omorphism H’(G)--+ I?‘,~‘, an embedding H’(G)-+Br(F(py)./F), and a com- 
rnutativ c diagram 
H’(G) x H’(G) -- H’(G) 
y- fl-: x 7” ,‘$” __._ ..___ --+ Br(l;‘(pj’)//.‘) 
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where the top arrow is the cup product and the bottom arrow is given by the quater- 
nion algebra (a, b/F). Let GE H’(G) denote the image of a E T/p* under the 
isomorphism T/F*=Hi(G). Then, for a, b, c, d in T, 
If and only if riW6=Nd in H2(G). Since any element represented by the space 
0 ], . . . , t,), with t, in T, also lies in T, it is a consequence of Witt’s chain 
equivalence theorem [12, pj. 211 that the ring WC(T) is isomorphic to the factor ring 
Z[ T/p*]/.!, where J is the ideal generated by all elements of the form a + b - (c + d) 
with a, b, c, d in T/p* and (a, b)~(c,d); that is, with ab = cd in T/F* and 
The foregoing considerations how that the isomorphism ZIH1(G)]-+h[T/I’*], in- 
duced by H*(G)-+T/~2, carries the ideal K onto the ideal J, whence W(G) is 
isomorphic to WG( T). 
The second statement of the theorem follows from [23. Corollary 2.6 (l)] in case 
F,, F2 are not formally real and from the first statement ogether with Remark 2.4 
if they are formally real. 
Remark 2.6. If Fi is formally real and F2 is not, then G,,(py) z G,(py) does not 
imply W( T]) s M’( T2). Since F2 is not formally real, W( T2) = W(F,) is a torsion 
group while W( T,) will contain a copy of Z’. In this situation, W(T,) is a proper 
homomorphic image of W(T,). As a specific example, take F, = IR, F2 = C. Then 
G,,(py)= 1, i= 1,2, W(T,)=Z, and W(T2)=U2Z. 
Following Richard Elman and Alex Prestel [8], we say that F satisfies S1 if every 
binary form (1, --s), SE T(F), is universal modulo T(F); that is, for every totally 
positive quadratic extension K of F the norm from K to F is surjective modulo T(F). 
Equivalently: F satisfies Si if every binary torsion form represents a totally positive 
element. The property S, was studied by Bani and Gross in their paper [l] where 
they called it “Property (B).” 
In [17], Prestel and the author characterized the so called SAP-fields (113, 
Chapter 71, [ 15, 691) which satisfy SI . Equivalent statements: the Pythagorean 
closure is a SAP-field; every 2-extension is a SAP field. The latter characterization 
will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.10. In [$I, Elman and Prestel obtained exten- 
sive geneneralizations of these not ions. 
Examples of fields satisfying SI include non-formally real fields and fields with 
I*(F) torsion free. SAP-fields satisfying SI include fields having at most one order- 
ing and algebraic extensions of Q or D?(x). 
By a welt-known theorem of fister [14, Satz 221, every element in 
written as a sum of binary torsion forms. Hence, if .F satisfies S,, then 
u/,(F) c W(T). 
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Corollary 2.7. Le: Fi Fz be formaiiy real fields satisfying Sr . If G,(py) s GF,(py), 
the?1 W, ( F1 ) z W, (Fz). 
The assumption of SI is needed to guarantee that Wt(F,) is isomorphic to Wt(Fz) 
in Corollary 2.7: 
Proposition 2.8. If F1 is a formally real field with 1 < 1 W,(F,) ( < 00, then there 
exists a formal/y reai field Fz such that GF,(py)= G,(py) but W,(F,) and Wt(F2) 
are not isomorphic. 
Proof. Let Fz = F I ((x)), the field of Laurent series over F, . By a result of M. 
Griffin [9, Corollary 191, G&;(py)~G,(py) and by a theorem of ‘LA. Springer 
112, Theorem 1.4, p. 1451, W,(F,)Z WJF,)@(X)W~(!~~). 
Remark 2.8. Pn contrast to Griffin’s theorem for G,-(py), one has the following 
exact sequence for G,(2): 
where & is the additive group of 2-adic integers (see, for example, [9, Propositions 
1,2 and 151). 
Thecnreun 2.10. Let Es F be fields and suppose that every firlite 2-extension 
of F Misfies SI . If the natura/ map I(E), --+ I(F), is an isomorphism, then 
GI ( py) z Gk i<py). 
Proof. Since EC F induces an isomorphism r : I(E), --+ I(F), it certainly yields a 
monomorphism I’(E), -4’(F), . We assert that this map is an isomorphism. 
Choose _V in l’(F),. Then there exists A- in I(E), with r(y) =y. By Pfister’s theorem, 
]14, Satz 131, for any field K, I’(K), consists of all torsion forms (7 with signed 
determinant d(q) = 1. Mnreover, since x is torsion, d(s) is totally positive in E. 
Because r(s) =-WE I’(F),, d(s) = 1 in E/E’. Hence (1, -d(x)) lies in I(E), fl Ker r = 
(0) so C/<-I-) = 1 and .Y E I’(E),. 
Because of the canonical isomorphisms 
/(A’),,‘/‘(K), f T(K)/‘!? z H’(G&y)), 
il follows that the restriction map CT : GI. (py)-+C&py) induces an isomorphism 
II’(cE/ (py))‘H’(G,-(py)). By [20, Proposition 23, I-351, cy is surjective. To prove 
Ihe irrjcctivity of (1 it suffices to show that for each finite extension L/k’, with 
1. C_ Qpy), there exists a finite extension K/E, KC E(py), such that L = FK. Since the 
~urjcA~,;ty of the map I(E), --G(F), guarantees this when L is a quadratic extension 
of‘ k‘, rt VA be enough 6o show that for any finite totally positive 2-extension K of 
i I the map I(K), -+/(FK), is an isomorphism. We prove this by induction on 
/i' : E]. 
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If [K : E] > 1 we can write K=M(&), with EC M and w in T(M)\M’. By the 
induction assumption, I(M), -+I(FM), is an i:iomorphism. Because I(M), -+ 
I(M(fi)), is not injective, WE ~(FM)\(FM)2. From [7, Corollary 2.61 and [6, 
Theorem 2.6) we have a commutative diagram with exact rows 
o + t--w)> W(FM) --) I(FM), + &Vi), + &FM), -+ <--wV(FM), -+o 
where the vertical maps rj are induced by extension of scalars. By the induction 
assumption, rl and r2 are isomorphisms. 
By chasing the diagram and using the injectivity of r2 and the surjectivity of rl 
one checks that r is surjective. On the other hand, to prove the injectivity of r we 
need to know that rl Is injective and r. surjective. Thus it remains to prove the sur- 
jectivity of ,ro. 
Choose a in FM. Because FM satisfies Sr there exists a totally positive element 
t in FM with (a)((-w>)=(t){{-wW)) over FM. The isomorphism I(M), -+I(FM), pro- 
vides a totally positive element s in M with (s) =(t> in W(FM). I-lence (a>((-- w>> = 
ro((s)@-w))) and r. is surjective. 
Remark 2.11. I feel that there should exist a proof of Theorem 2.10 which avoids 
the assumption of S1. Using the same proof and the exact hexagon of [6, Theorem 
2.61 one can show that if EC F are fields such that W(E)-+ W(F) is an isomorphism, 
then G#) z. G&2!. 
3. WPY) and Wt(F). Some special cases 
This section contains some specific results further illustrating the connection 
between the Pythagorean Galois group and the behaviour of torsion forms and 
totally positive forms. 
Theorem 3.1 (cf. [23, Theorem 3. I]). (i) If I’(F) is torsion free (i.e. u(F) 5 2), &err 
GF(py) is a free pro 2-group. 
(ii) If GF(py) is a free pro 2-group then W[(F) is a group of exlzment 2. 
(iii) Let G be a free pro 2-group with 1 s rank G < QO and let n be a positive 
integer. Then there exists a formally real fiekl F with G= GF(py) and 
dimr,(12(F),) 1 n. 
roof. (i) Using the exact sequence 
O-+((-- w))I(F)-t12(F)+12(K) -d’(F), 
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15, Proposition l(2)], one sees that I’fF) torsion free implies Z’(K) torsion free fcr 
all finite extensions KC F(py). If D# 1 is an element of Br(F) split by F(py), then 
!here are finite extensions, KC I. c F(py), of F with [L : K] = 2 such that KO,D is 
Brauer equivalent o a quaternion division algebra over K and D is split by L. But 
then, by [5, Theorem 21, D would already be split by K. Hence D is trivial over F 
and Br(F(py)/F) = 1. By Corollary 2.2, H2(GF(py))= 1 so GF(py) is a free pro 
2-group 120, Corollary 2, I-371. 
(ii) From the commutative diagram in the proof of Theorem 2.5 it follows that, 
for any totally positive element E F, the quaternion algebra (t, t/F) is in the image 
of the map H2(Gf-(py))-+Br(F(py)/F). Hence, if GF(py) is free, then (t, t/F) trivial 
in Br(F) which means that 2(1, -t) = 0 in W(F). By Pfister’s theorem, W&F) has 
exponent 2. 
(iii) Let r = rank G. By [23, Examples, p. 2321 there is a uniquely ordered (non- 
Pythagorean) field FU with Q$/&,~i = 2’” I and I’(&) torsion free. Hence by (l), 
GIJpy) is a free pro 2-group. Let To denote the group of totally positive elements 
of F,,. Since F,, is uniquely ordered, (PO : To) = 2 and 
yank G,;,(py) = dim&&) = dim,-,(&&i) - 1 = r. _ 
Hence, Gz G,;,(py). Now let F=F&q)) l ((A-,,,)) be the field of iterated Laurent 
series over F,, in the vari;\bles _I 1, . . . , A-,,. By [9, Corollary 191, GF(py)z G,,(py). 
Hence, by (ii), I’(F), is a kcctor space over E2. Let w be a sum of squares in FO but 
not a square. Then a routine argument (using Springer’s theorem [12, p. 1451) shows 
that the Pfistcr forms ((-+,x1)), . . ..((- W. A-,,>> in I’(F), are linearly independent 
over s, -- 
Corollary 3.2. Let E, E’ kjiekis with I’(E) and Z’(F) torsion free. (f I(E), z I(F),, 
then G1_jpy) z C+py). 
BrobQ. By the theorem, G&y) and GbY(py) are free pro 2-groups. Moreover 
rank cl: (py) = dirQl(E),) = dim,. [l(F),) = rank G!jpy). Hence GE(py) z GF(py). 
Corollary 3.3. Let E, F be formally realfields with I’(E) and I’(F) torsion free. If 
&(El= W&F), then G,(py)=G,.(py). 
Remark 3.4, If E is fo. mally real and F is not formally real, then B;(E) s UI,(F) 
kw3s not imply Gr,(pylz GI..(py), even when 1’(E) ard l’(F) are torsion free. For 
~tmple, let E be a formally real field with square classes { rfr 1, +2). Then r?(E) is 
torsion free, C+ i(E) z Z/2& and GIC(py) z & (2-attic integers). However, if F is 
quadratically closed then &(F)zC/2H and Gk.(py) = ( 1) ._ 
‘c’orollary 3.5. Let K = F(b’_i). If GK(2) is a free pro 2-group, therl so is GF(py). 
?m9f. It‘ GA(Z) is free, then by [23, Theorem 3.11, I’(K) = 0, whence by [A, 
1 hclxer-t: A.1 l(2)], I’(F) is torsion free. By Theorem 3.1(l), G[:(py) is free. 
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Example 3.6. It can happen that GF(py) is a free pro 2-group, while Gf,,-+(2) is 
not: Let Fg be any formally real field such that G,(py) is free and let 
F== FO((xl)) 0-0 ((A-~)), nr2. Again by Griffin’s result [9] GF(py)s G,(py), while in 
the Witt ring w(.~(fl), the Pfister form ((x1, x2)) is not zero. Hence I*(F(fi)) 1f0 
and by [23, Theorem 3.11, GF(p,(2) is not free. 
Corollary 3.5 allows us to extend one of Griffin’s results, [9, Proposition 221, to 
formally real algebraic number fields. 
P’roposition 3.7. If F is a formally real algebraic number field, then there is an exact 
sequence 
l-,X-,G,(py)=-+Zr-+l 
where . F is a free pro 2-group. 
Proof. Let L == [_!,“i, F& + r;‘) where {,, is a primitive 2” “th root of unity. By 
[9, Proposition 61, L C, F(py) and Gal(L/F)%Z2. If K= i(m), then GK(2) is a 
free pro 2-group [20, Proposition 9, II-1 11. By Corollary 3.5, GL(py) is free. Since 
L(py) = F(py), the exact kequence 
1 -+Gal(F(py)/L)--+Gal(F(py)/F)-+Gal(L/F)- 1 
completes the proof. 
Remark 3.8. It is well known that if F is an algebraic number field, then I’(F) is 
torsion free. It would be interesting to know whether there exists an exact sequence: 
with .j- free, for any fil:ld F with 13(F) torsion free. 
Theorem 3.9. (cf. [22, Theorern 3.51). Let G = GF(py). The following statements 
arp equivalent: 
(1) Every extension of F, of degree 4, contained in F(py), is normal over F. 
(2) The dihedral group of order 8 is not a homomorphic image of G. 
(3) DF(( 1, t)) = 6” U tF2 for every totally positive t E F\ F’. 
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is a consequence of Galois theory. To prove 
(l)*(3) we use 
Lemma 3.10. Let t be a tot r_v positive element of Fand /et x be an element of F(k?) 
whose norm in F is total0 tositive. Then there exists a in F such that ax is a totally 
positive element of F(v$. 
roof. Write x=a+ b\lt with a, b in F. Since the norm of .Y is totally positive in F 
it follows that, for any ordering c on F(G), 0 <a + bfi- if arid only if 0 c u - bd 
if and only if 0< 20. Hence ax is totally positive in F(I@. 
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As before, we let T= T(l- ) d!:note the subgroup of F consisting of totally 
positive elements. For u in p, let [a] denote the class of a in F/l? Note that 
&((I, -r>)n T@U&‘, for ali I in T-p’ if and only if D,-((l,t))=~‘U&’ for 
all t in T\f? 
(1)-j(3). We show that, for t in T\F’, .DF((1, -f>)nT(;~ZUr62. Let SE 
D,(( 1, -t)Jn T. Then s is a iota?y positive norm from F(dF) to F, so by Lemma 
3.10 there exists a totally positive element Y in K = F(h) such that [N(y)] = [s] in 
F/F’. Then L = K(uy) is contained in F(py) so by (I), L/F is a Galois extension. 
By [22, Lemma 3.31, [_I?] Ek’k? is fixed by Gal(K/F) whence [s) = [N(r,)] = 1 in 
i;/ k’. By 112, Theorem 3.4, p. 2021, [s] = I or [s] = [t] in F/J? 
(3+(l). Let L/F b e an extension of degree 4 with L c F(py). Then L = K(vi), 
where K = F(c t’) and t E F, SE K are totally positive. Then N(X) E DF(( 1, --I)) is also 
iOtd1~ positive, so by (3) (and the observation prior to the proof of (l)*(3)), 
X(X) E pT2U &‘. Hence, in h’.k”, [N(s)] = 1. Thus [.u] is fised by Gal(WF) and b, 
j22, Lemm.1 3.31, L *IF is a normal extension. 
Remarks 3.23. (i) K. SL>rniczek investigated uniquely urdcred fields satisfying con- 
dition (3) ot Theorem 3.9 in [21] and hl. Hula showed their existence in (1 l]. By 
modifying Ma’s construction slightly, we show in the next section ($4, Corollary 
3.3 that if G is a torsion free abelian pro 2-group then there exists a uniquely 
ordered field f-’ with G&?y) z G. 
In [his section w prow tw t hctoren s comxrning the retationship between the 
5t ruiturt’s of the py t hdgorean mid quadi atic Ckdois groups. 
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Theorem 4.1. If k is a non-formally real field of characteristic 0, then there exists 
a uniquely ordered field F such that G&y) s G&(2). 
Pmof. Let { ti)ic 1 be ZL t~~~~~~~~~~~~ basis for k o\er and let R be a real closure 
ent in the proof of Theorem 3.3 of 
of L(x), together with independent 
with 2-divisible value groups such that 
the residue class field of due class field of pz is R. Let I&, 
Then, because the value group of cpI 
is Xi+ible, the quadratic closure of A&, is unramified over A$+,, whence 
GA,@ (2)s G&(2) (cf. [ 18, p. 278 or the proof of Proposition 13 in 191). For the 
By [ 16, p. 287) or [f I, Theorem 2.4, the inclusions Fc,M~,, 
i = 1.2, induce an isomorphism 
where the product is in the categorv of Witt rings (see [ 13)). Restricting this isomor- 
phism to I(F), yields an isomoryhism I(F), -+I(M~,)t. Since a non-formally real 
field automatically satisfies S, ) Theorem 2.10 applies and 
Gf (PY)~ GIJPY) = G,,,JQ s Gk(2). 
Corollary 4.2. If G is a torsion free abelian pro 2-group, then there exists a uniquely 
ordered field F with GZ GF(py). 
Proof. In view of Theorem 4.1, we need to find a non-formally real field k of 
characteristic 0 with GzGJ2). Since G is torsion free abelian, G is isomorphic to 
a direct product Pi for some set I. Let k be the ‘iterated’ Laurent series field 
C((X~)),, , (see [22, Lemma 1 A] for details). By j22, Corollary 3.9(2)], G&)s Z,‘. 
Recall that the Pythagoras number of a field K is the smallest number n 5 00 such 
that every sum of squares in K equals a sum of at most rl squares. 
Tlrearem 4.3. Let F be a formally real field such that the pythagor-as number of 
each totally positire quadratic extension is grea:er than 2. Then there does not exist 
a field k with Gk(2) z Gf,(py). 
Proof. For any field k, the Pythagoras number of k(f?) is at most 2 so by 
(12, Exercise 8(b), p. 2171, every quadratic extension of k(iq) is contained in a 
cyclic extension of degree 4. 
If there exists a formally real field F with Gk(2) z GI;-(py), then F would possess 
a totally positive quadratic extension K such that every totally positive quadratic 
extension of K is containe in a cyclic extension of degree 4. But then, by [12, 
Exercise 8(a), p. 2171, every sum of squares in K is thtz sum of at most 2 squares. 
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Corollary 4.4. If F is a forma//y real algebraic number field, then G&y) does not 
occur as the quadratic Galois group of any field k. 
5. Some topological observations 
If F is a formally real field, then the Galois group GF(py) acts on the space 
X[-(,, , of orderings on F(py) via (g, a)--wg = IT 0 g, for g in G&py) and CT in Xf.cPY,. 
Theorem 5.1. Let F be a formal& real fieId, /et G = GF(py), Y= XFcPY, and X = XF. 
(i) ?‘he action of G on Y is cmtinuous with respect to the Km11 topology on G 
and the Harrison topology on Y. In particular, each orbit of the action is a closed 
subyet of Y.. 
(ii) G acts without fixed points. Hence each orbit is homeornorphic to G. 
(iii) G asts transitiveiy OFI the set of orderings on F(py) which extend a given 
ordering on F. The orbit space Y/G is canonical@ horneomorphic to X. 
Proof. (i) To prove continuity of the action f: G x Y --) Y note that for any element 
a in F(py). 
.f‘ ‘(fi(aU = u gS x H@(a)) 
yf- C; 
u here S = Gz!~J(F(py)/k(a)). Since S has finite index in G, S is open (in the Krull 
topology), whence 1’ ’ (H(a)) is open in G x Y. 
(ii) and (iii). Let a,, CT? be two orderings on F(py) extending an ordering 0 OII F. 
‘Jhen, for each finite Galois extension h’ of F with h’ c F(py) there is a unique gk 
ir: Gal(L F) with (T+ gEi = o2 on K [ 10, Proposition 5. E(i)]. Since each gK is unique, 
there exists a unique g in G).(py) with ul g = o2 on F(py). 
The second statement of (iii) follows from the first together with the facts that 
Y is compact and thle surjective map Y +X given by restriction is continuous and 
G-invariant. 
Corollary 5 =2. (1’ f- is uniqlre& ordered, then Gk (py) is honleomorphic to XI.,,,,. 
Proof. Let G = Gai(.‘../F). Since F# L, G is an int’inite compact topological group. 
It’ r n’, is an open subset of X, , then so is { ag} for any g in G. But then the orbit 
o+’ e7 is a discrete space, contrary to Theorem 5, Qii). 
emark. By a result of T. Craven [3], every compact totally disconnected 
aurdorff space arks as the space of orderings on some Pythagorean field. Hence 
t here exist pyt hagorean fields with xrfinite spaces of orderings having Jots of isolated 
Quadmtic forms and pro 
points. For example, let F be a Pythagorean 
homeomorphic to { 11~ / )I = 1,2, . . . } U (0). 
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